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This Norton Critical Edition includes:The 1925 first
American edition text, introduced and annotated by
Anne Fernald.A map of Mrs. Dalloway's London.An
unusually rich selection of contextual materials,
including diary entries and letters related to the
composition of the novel, essays, short stories, and
biographical excerpts, and the only introduction that
Virginia Woolf wrote to any of her novels. The voices
of other writers are also included, allowing readers to
consider the literary passages that influenced
Woolf's art and historical moment.Eight reviews of
Mrs. Dalloway, from publication to the present day.A
chronology and a selected bibliography.About the
SeriesRead by more than 12 million students over
fifty-five years, Norton Critical Editions set the
standard for apparatus that is right for undergraduate
readers. The three-part format--annotated text,
contexts, and criticism--helps students to better
understand, analyze, and appreciate the literature,
while opening a wide range of teaching possibilities
for instructors. Whether in print or in digital format,
Norton Critical Editions provide all the resources
students need.
A pair of technology experts describe how humans
will have to keep pace with machines in order to
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become prosperous in the future and identify
strategies and policies for business and individuals
to use to combine digital processing power with
human ingenuity.
'It has taken me a long time, my dearest Aza, to
fathom the cause of that contempt in which women
are held in this country ...' Zilia, an Inca Virgin of the
Sun, is captured by the Spanish conquistadores and
brutally separated from her lover, Aza. She is
rescued and taken to France by Déterville, a
nobleman, who is soon captivated by her. One of the
most popular novels of the eighteenth century, the
Letters of a Peruvian Woman recounts Zilia's
feelings on her separation from both her lover and
her culture, and her experience of a new and alien
society. Françoise de Graffigny's bold and innovative
novel clearly appealed to the contemporary taste for
the exotic and the timeless appetite for love stories.
But by fusing sentimental fiction and social
commentary, she also created a new kind of heroine,
defined by her intellect as much as her feelings. The
novel's controversial ending calls into question
traditional assumptions about the role of women both
in fiction and society, and about what constitutes
'civilization'. ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100
years Oxford World's Classics has made available
the widest range of literature from around the globe.
Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's
commitment to scholarship, providing the most
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accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable
features, including expert introductions by leading
authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text, up-todate bibliographies for further study, and much more.
Young Candide is ejected from his idyllic life in a
protected castle and finds himself encountering wild
adventures and harsh trials that put to the test his
teacher’s claim that we live in the best of all possible
worlds. Honest and simple to a fault, Candide finds
that a bit of romance leads only to exile and sudden
immersion in a larger and more frightening world.
Armed with the optimistic teachings of his mentor
Pangloss, he is soon astounded to be arrested,
beaten and forced into military service. The author
doesn’t spare his hero, hurling him into a shipwreck,
an earthquake, a tidal wave and a city-wide wildfire
in short order. Pursuing his true love and reunited
with Pangloss, who interprets each new setback, no
matter how horrific, as another sign that everything
happens for the best, Candide refuses to abandon
hope but begins to question his teacher’s
bottomless optimism. An outrageous picaresque
quest full of barbed observations about human
behavior and belief, politics and institutions, Candide
was condemned for the fiercely irreverent stance it
delicately conceals beneath its hero’s guileless
nature and chain of extravagant adventures.
Triumphing over censorship, the book has had
profound influence on philosophy and politics since
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its first appearance in 1759, but remains a classic
that can be read for pure pleasure. With an eyecatching new cover, and professionally typeset
manuscript, this edition of Candide is both modern
and readable.
Collects five plays spanning Ibsen's career, with
general introductions, explanatory annotations,
criticism, and selections from his correspondence
and other writings.
Candide, or the Optimist is Voltaire’s hilarious and
deeply scathing satire on the Age of Enlightenment.
This classic of French literature has been a
bestseller for over two hundred years. Part of the
Macmillan Collector’s Library, a series of stunning,
clothbound, pocket-sized classics with gold-foiled
edges and ribbon markers. These beautiful books
make perfect gifts or a treat for any book lover. This
classic of French literature features an introduction
by Dr Marine Ganofsky. Young nobleman Candide
lives a sheltered and comfortable life under the
tutorship of the ridiculous Dr Pangloss who
espouses the prevailing 18th-century philosophy of
Optimism. Following an indiscretion, Candide is cast
out into the world which according to Pangloss is
‘the best of all possible worlds’. But this is not so,
Candide and his companions encounter nothing but
ludicrous calamities in their madcap travels around
the world – war crimes, earthquakes, inquisitions and
chain gangs – all based with horrible closeness on
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real events of the 18th century.
Inspiring, provocative, prophetic, and enigmatic, Utopia is the
literary masterpiece of a visionary statesman and one of the
most influential books of the modern world.
This Norton Critical Edition includes:The 1852 first book
edition, accompanied by Elizabeth Ammons's preface, note
on the text, and explanatory annotations.Twenty-two
illustrations.A rich selection of historical documents on slavery
and abolitionism.Seventeen critical reviews spanning more
than 160 years.A Chronology, A Brief Time Line of Slavery in
America, and an updated Selected Bibliography.About the
SeriesRead by more than 12 million students over fifty-five
years, Norton Critical Editions set the standard for apparatus
that is right for undergraduate readers. The three-part
format--annotated text, contexts, and criticism--helps students
to better understand, analyze, and appreciate the literature,
while opening a wide range of teaching possibilities for
instructors. Whether in print or in digital format, Norton Critical
Editions provide all the resources students need.
The Age of Enlightenment of the 18th century, also called the
Age of Reason, was so named for an intellectual movement
that shook the foundations of Western civilization. In
championing radical ideas such as individual liberty and an
empirical appraisal of the universe through rational inquiry
and natural experience, Enlightenment philosophers in
Europe and America planted the seeds for modern liberalism,
cultural humanism, science and technology, and laissez-faire
Capitalism This volume brings together works from this era,
with more than 100 selections from a range of sources. It
includes examples by Kant, Diderot, Voltaire, Newton,
Rousseau, Locke, Franklin, Jefferson, Madison, and Paine
that demonstrate the pervasive impact of Enlightenment
views on philosophy and epistemology as well as on political,
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social, and economic institutions.
With half a million copies in print, How to Read a Book is the
best and most successful guide to reading comprehension for
the general reader, completely rewritten and updated with
new material. A CNN Book of the Week: “Explains not just
why we should read books, but how we should read them. It's
masterfully done.” –Farheed Zakaria Originally published in
1940, this book is a rare phenomenon, a living classic that
introduces and elucidates the various levels of reading and
how to achieve them—from elementary reading, through
systematic skimming and inspectional reading, to speed
reading. Readers will learn when and how to “judge a book
by its cover,” and also how to X-ray it, read critically, and
extract the author’s message from the text. Also included is
instruction in the different techniques that work best for
reading particular genres, such as practical books,
imaginative literature, plays, poetry, history, science and
mathematics, philosophy and social science works. Finally,
the authors offer a recommended reading list and supply
reading tests you can use measure your own progress in
reading skills, comprehension, and speed.
The accompanying apparatus has been revised in
accordance with recent biographical and critical materials.
The Backgrounds and Criticism sections provide important
essays that shed light on major critical issues relevant to
Candide and to the intellectual climate of the period. In
addition to the reports of five English visitors to Ferney,
essays by Haydn Mason, Erich Auerbach, Ernst Cassirer, and
Robert M. Adams are included. The final section of the
edition, "The Climate of Controversy," summarizes the debate
surrounding Voltaire's works and includes essays by Peter
Gay, Raymond Naves, Gustave Lanson, and John Morley.
Also included are a series of quotations about Voltaire by
such prominent figures as Gustave Flaubert, Frederick the
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Great, and Stendhal, as well as the text of "Pangloss's Song,"
a ballad from the 1956 Candide-based operetta by Richard
Wilbur.
First published in 2011 by W. W. Norton & Company.

Details the books that have forever changed
civilization, from the Bible and the Koran to Darwin's
Origin of the Species and Freidan's Feminine
Mystique, and includes a historical overview and
fascinating facts for each author and book, and
much more. Original.
Based on expert review and research, this book
provides an innovative standard and guide to social
studies textbooks used in kindergarten through 12th
grade classrooms for content, style, and design. The
standards provide a foundation for individuals to
select satisfactory textbooks and to help educators
and school boards in the adoption of instructional
materials. Chapter 1 addresses the problems of
textbook content and style. Chapter 2 discusses the
vast business of social studies publishing and the
increased complexity of textbook packaging with the
movement away from state-level adoption of
textbooks. Chapter 3 focuses on the content of
social studies textbooks with a comparison of past
and present textbooks, a discussion of revisionism
and reality, and a look at religion in textbooks.
Chapter 4 examines the style and story of textbooks
and finds that although the content of past textbooks
may be flawed, the prose is superior to recent
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textbooks. Ideas on narrative, readability,
vocabulary, instructional design, history, and style
provide ways for textbooks to improve. Chapter 5
addresses the issue of format and proposes clarity
and simplicity in technical design of books. Chapter
6 provides an outline to review textbooks for content
and style and instructional activities and teacher
guidance materials for usefulness. Chapter 7
includes an annotated list of the major U.S. and
world history textbooks. (CK)
Examines the genre, cultural implications, and
critical history of six classic fairy tales and presents
twelve essays on the social origins and issues of
gender and national identity present in many of
these children's stories. Also explores tales by Hans
Christian Andersen, the Brothers Grimm, Oscar
Wilde, Charles Perrault, Joseph Jacobs, Margaret
Atwood, James Thurber, Roald Dahl, et al.
The best-selling student edition on the market, now
available in a Second Edition. Almost two centuries
after its publication, Frankenstein remains an
indisputably classic text and Mary Shelley’s finest
work. This extensively revised Norton Critical Edition
includes new texts and illustrative materials that
convey the enduring global conversation about
Frankenstein and its author. The text is that of the
1818 first edition, published in three volumes by
Lackington, Hughes, Harding, Mavor, and Jones. It
is accompanied by an expansive new preface,
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explanatory annotations, a map of Geneva and its
environs, and seven illustrations, five of them new to
the Second Edition. Context is provided in three
supporting sections: “Circumstance, Influence,
Composition, Revision,” “Reception, Impact,
Adaptation,” and “Sources, Influences, Analogues.”
Among the Second Edition’s new inclusions are
historical-cultural studies by Susan Tyler Hitchcock,
William St. Clair, and Elizabeth Young; Chris
Baldrick on the novel’s reception; and David Pirie on
the novel’s many film adaptations. Related excerpts
from the Bible and from John Milton’s Paradise Lost
are now included, as is Charles Lamb’s poem “The
Old Familiar Faces.” “Criticism” collects sixteen
major interpretations of Frankenstein, nine of them
new to the Second Edition. The new contributors are
Peter Brooks, Bette London, Garrett Stewart, James.
A. W. Heffernan, Patrick Brantlinger, Jonathan Bate,
Anne Mellor, Jane Goodall, and Christa Knellwolf. A
Chronology and Selected Bibliography are also
included.
From the introduction by Seamus Heaney:
Wordsworth's power over us stems from the
manifest strength of his efforts to integrate several
strenuous and potentially contradictory efforts.
Indeed, it is not until Yeats that we encounter
another poet in whom emotional susceptibility,
intellectual force, psychological acuteness, political
awareness, artistic self-knowledge and bardic
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representativeness are so truly and responsibly
combined. He is an indispensable figure in the
evolution of modern, a finder and keeper of the self
as subject, a theorist and apologist whose preface to
Lyrical Ballads 1802 remains definitive.
"Heart of Darkness follows the story of Charlie
Marlow's time working on the Congo River. In his
attempts to aid Mr. Kurtz, the chief of the Inner
Station, Marlow is confronted with the cruel realities
of European imperialism in Africa. This Norton
Critical Edition is based on the 1902 English first
book publication. The text comes paired with
eplanatory footnotes, illustrations and photographs,
and an introduction by the editor. "Backgrounds and
Contexts" explores the wide range of historical
attitudes that influenced the text, including essays on
imperialism and the Congo, Nineteenth-Century
Attitudes Toward Race, Conrad in the Congo, and
The Author on Art and Literature. "Criticism"
examines a wide range of critical responses to the
novella, which span from Conrad's peers up until the
twenty-first century. Essays from Chinua Achebe,
Jeremy Hawthorn, Hunt Hawkins, Ian Watts, J. Hillis
Miller, and others have been carried over from the
previous edition. These classic essays are further
supported by new material from Benita Parry, Susan
Jones, Richard J. Ruppel, Adriana Cavarero, Jeffrey
Mathes McCarthy, Urmila Seshagirl, and Nidesh
Lawtoo. The collection of essays on film adaptations
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of the novella has been completely revised to include
essays by Robert L. Carringer, Seymour Chatman,
and Pamela Demory. A Chronology and revised
Selected Bibliography are also included."-This text guides the reader through the varying
approaches to translation studies in the latter half of
the 20th century. Chronologically ordered and
divided into clear sections, it collects together key
essays, articles and book extracts.
Candide has been delighting readers since 1759
with its satiric wit, provocations, and warnings.
A translation based on a reconstruction of the
earliest extant manuscript version of the famous
tales offers the stories told by the Princess
Shahrazad under the threat of death if she ceases to
amuse.
In her prize-winning fourth collection, Mean Time,
Carol Ann Duffy dramatizes scenes from childhood,
adolescence and adulthood, finding moments of
grace or consolation in memory, love and language
amid the complexities of life. These are powerful
poems of loss, betrayal and desire.
Students and instructors alike praise A History of
Modern Europe for its authoritative coverage from
the Renaissance to the present day. Written in
Merriman's signature narrative style, the book is
brightened with humor and biographical sketches.
The Fourth Edition reflects the latest scholarship
while placing special emphasis on the theme of war
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and society. A new full-color design features a
completely redrawn map program and new
pedagogical and teaching tools.
D.L. Macdonald and Kathleen Scherf’s edition of
Frankenstein has been widely acclaimed as an
outstanding edition of the novel—for the general
reader and the student as much as for the scholar.
The editors use as their copy-text the original 1818
version, and detail in an appendix all of Shelley’s
later revisions. They also include a range of
contemporary documents that shed light on the
historical context from which this unique masterpiece
emerged. New to this edition is a discussion of Percy
Shelley’s role in contributing to the first draft of the
novel. Recent scholarship has provoked
considerable interest in the degree to which Percy
Shelley contributed to Mary Shelley’s original text,
and this edition’s updated introduction discusses
this scholarship. A new appendix also includes Lord
Byron’s “A Fragment” and John William Polidori’s
The Vampyre, works that are engaging in their own
right and that also add further insights into the
literary context of Frankenstein.
Ever since 1759, when Voltaire wrote "Candide" in
ridicule of the notion that this is the best of all
possible worlds, this world has been a gayer place
for readers. Voltaire wrote it in three days, and five
or six generations have found that its laughter does
not grow old. "Candide" has not aged. Yet how
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different the book would have looked if Voltaire had
written it a hundred and fifty years later than 1759. It
would have been, among other things, a book of
sights and sounds. A modern writer would have tried
to catch and fix in words some of those Atlantic
changes which broke the Atlantic monotony of that
voyage from Cadiz to Buenos Ayres. When Martin
and Candide were sailing the length of the
Mediterranean we should have had a contrast
between naked scarped Balearic cliffs and
headlands of Calabria in their mists. We should have
had quarter distances, far horizons, the altering
silhouettes of an Ionian island. Colored birds would
have filled Paraguay with their silver or acid cries.
Dr. Pangloss, to prove the existence of design in the
universe, says that noses were made to carry
spectacles, and so we have spectacles. A modern
satirist would not try to paint with Voltaire's quick
brush the doctrine that he wanted to expose. And he
would choose a more complicated doctrine than Dr.
Pangloss's optimism, would study it more closely,
feel his destructive way about it with a more learned
and caressing malice. His attack, stealthier, more
flexible and more patient than Voltaire's, would call
upon us, especially when his learning got a little out
of control, to be more than patient. Now and then he
would bore us. "Candide" never bored anybody
except William Wordsworth. Voltaire's men and
women point his case against optimism by starting
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high and falling low. A modern could not go about it
after this fashion. He would not plunge his people
into an unfamiliar misery. He would just keep them in
the misery they were born to.
The most-trusted and most-respected text in its field
is now brand-new in all the best ways.
A tragedy that evokes both pity and terror—now in a
thoroughly revised and updated Norton Critical
Edition.
A five-hundred-year history of coffee draws on
sources in alchemy, anthropology, politics, and other
disciplines to document coffee's identity as one of
the most valuable legally traded commodities in the
world, tracing its origins in fifteenth-century East
Africa, its rise as an imperial consumer product, its
role in commercialism and social disruption, and
more. 15,000 first printing.
A new translation of the classic tale of youthful
angst, unrequited love and tragedy originally
published in 1774 depicts a series of letters from a
young artist to his friend about a beautiful but
engaged peasant girl.
Two novellas by the founder of modern Yiddish
fiction--"Fishke the Lame" and "The Brief Travels of
Benjamin the Third"--depict small-town Jewish life in
Russia
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